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1. Administrative information
Except for question 1, please state the sections in the dossier where the corresponding descriptions and explanations can be found if you answer “No” to any question.
2. General information
Information on the research project and safety measures.
1. The research project foresees the use of new MRI sequences.
 
2. I confirm that no other medical device and no medicinal product will be tested.
3. I confirm that no other modifications will be made to the operating and control software of the device.
4. I confirm that no hardware modification will be made to the CE-marked device.
5. I confirm that the MRI sequences to be investigated have been sufficiently tested under realistic conditions in the preclinical phase, and that they can be used safely and reliably. 
6. I confirm that a detailed risk analysis of the MRI sequences to be investigated has been undertaken. This shows that all applicable safety standards are satisfied and that no significant risks are involved.
7. I confirm that images obtained with research sequences will not be used for the medical care of patients and, in particular, that they will not be filed in patients' medical records.
8. I confirm that the investigation participants will be asked about any intolerances before administration of substances. In this project, intolerances will be treated as absolute contraindications. 
9. I confirm that the following precautions will be taken in this investigation.
(Please tick all that apply)
 
 
 
10. I confirm that case report forms (CRFs) will be handled as follows:
 
11. I confirm that the current version of the standard EN ISO 14155 will be fully complied with in this investigation.
12. I confirm that no more than 100 investigation participants in total will be enrolled in the investigation.
3. Information about the MRI device on which the research sequences will be use
13. The sequences will be used only with a specific MRI device.    
 
I confirm that the following MRI device is specified in the protocol:
14. I confirm that the following points apply in full to the specified MRI device and the specified software version:
 
(Please tick all that apply)
 
All points should be clarified in advance with the manufacturer; alternatively, a separate confirmation from the manufacturer concerning these points should be enclosed.
As the sponsor, I confirm that all the information above is complete and accurate.
 
HINWEIS
Dieses Formular funktioniert nur mit eingeschaltetem JavaScript. 
Der Adobe Reader weist mit folgender Information darauf hin.
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AVIS
Ce formulaire fonctionne uniquement avec la fonction JavaScript activé. Cette information est affichée si Javascript est désactivé. 
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AVVISO
Questo formulario funziona solo con la funzione JavaScript attivata. Questa informazione viene visualizzata se la funzione JavaScript è disabilitata.
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NOTEThis form will only work with JavaScript enabled. If Javascript is disabled Adobe Reader will show the following information. 
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